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With this level of visibility, you 
can see the events happening 
in your value chain in real 
time. You can act upon them, 
creating new value from what 
is already there. You can use 
this business intelligence to 
inspire innovation throughout 
your organisation, find 
new ways to operate more 
efficiently, build stronger 
customer loyalty or improve 
patient safety.

We’re helping businesses 
like yours gain visibility into 
operations, inventories and the 
supply chain to make smarter, 
faster business decisions:

WHAT DOES THIS
MEAN FOR YOU?

• Manufacturers can contain 
costs and streamline 
processes.

• Retailers can build shopper 
loyalty by serving multiple 
channels and optimising the 
customer experience, as 
well as enhance employee 
efficiency and sales strategies.

• Healthcare providers can 
improve patient safety and 
maximise enterprise efficiency.

Zebra Technologies Corporation 
builds identification and tracking 
technology that generates 
actionable information and 
insight, giving companies 
unprecedented visibility into their 
businesses by giving physical 
things a digital voice.

Zebra’s extensive portfolio 
of solutions give real-time 
visibility into everything from 
products and physical assets to 
people, providing very precise 
operational data not only about 
where things are, but what 
condition they are in. This allows 
business leaders to use data 
to make better, more informed 
decisions, respond in real-time 
and ultimately, help businesses 
understand how they work, and 
how they could work better.

Zebra makes businesses as 
smart and connected as the 
world we live in.

ABOUT ZEBRA
The global business environment 
is more complex and competitive 
than ever before. Organisational 
leaders are struggling to do 
more with less and to be more 
productive. They crave not only 
smarter ways to track and manage 
assets, but also insights that can 
drive new, breakthrough ideas.

Enterprise Asset Intelligence™
Zebra solutions enable real-time 
operational visibility into people 
and things, enabling businesses 
to SENSE – ANALYSE – ACT on 
data that helps them make better 
decisions. This full cycle of visibility 
is what Zebra calls Enterprise 
Asset Intelligence™, an industry 
category we are pioneers of.
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BARCODE SCANNERS

CS3000 Companion 
Scanners1

Miniscan MS12XX Fixed 
Mount Barcode Scanners

Miniscan MS954 Fixed Mount 
Barcode Scanner1

DS457 Series Hands-Free 
and On-Counter Scanners2

CS4070 Companion 
Scanners3

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

The CS3000 Series enables enterprises to implement 1D laser scanning where mobility or cost is 
critical. It can be utilised in standalone mode for the batch scanning of bar codes and is designed to 
streamline and simplify processes.

Miniscan MS12XX are compact scanners with fuzzy logic technology for premium scanning 
performance on all types of 1D barcodes.

Miniscan MS954 is a high-performance, compact fixed mount scanner for 1D applications with 
space constraints. 

Get hands-free convenience and extraordinary scanning speed on any barcode, on any surface with 
the DS457. Enable high-volume hands-free scanning from the retail POS and airport boarding gate 
to the manufacturing production line in a tiny footprint.

The wireless Bluetooth CS4070 Companion Scanner provides the enterprise-class 1D/2D scanning 
technology and scanning ergonomics that are missing in tablets, laptops, smartphones and other 
devices.

Manufacturing, 
Retail 

Manufacturing, 
Transportation
& Logistics

Retail, 
Transport 
and Logistics

COMPANION SCANNERS

FIXED MOUNT SCANNERS

Healthcare, 
Manufacturing

N/A

1 Not available in Vietnam and India
2 Not available in Taiwan and India
3 Not available in Taiwan and Vietnam
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GENERAL PURPOSE SCANNERS

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

DS4308-P
Handheld Scanner and
On-Counter Scanners

The DS4308P gives your customers the versatility of a handheld and presentation scanner, with the 
next generation scanning technology they need to scan virtually all of today’s bar codes.

Transportation & 
Logistics, Retail 
and Hospitality

DS4800 Series General 
Purpose Scanner
Handheld Scanners

With the DS4800 Series, you can maximise the customer experience right through to your POS. 
This innovative 1D/2D barcode scanner offers style without compromise, marrying impressive 
design with the same great reliability, functionality and manageability you expect from Zebra.

Retail & 
Hospitality

DS6707-HD/DP Handheld 
Digital Imager Scanner
Handheld Scanners

This scanner combines a 1D/2D barcode scanner, 1.3 megapixel digital camera and a document 
capture scanner in a cost-effective device. Designed for high speed USB transfer for image and 
document capture. Available in HD and DPM (Direct Part Marking) versions.

Healthcare, 
Manufacturing 

Extraordinary flexibility and performance in a handheld scanner. The DS4308-SR can capture codes 
as far as 28 in./71.12 cm, making it easy to scan items on the bottom of a cart.

DS4308-SR
Handheld Scanners

Manufacturing, 
Transportation & 
Logistics, Retail 
and Hospitality

Scans high density codes on electronics, jewelry and other small items, while offering an outstanding 
standard range of 15 in./38.1 cm on a 100 percent UPC code.

DS4308-HD
Handheld Scanners

Manufacturing 
(Light), 
Transportation & 
Logistics, Retail 
and Hospitality

Streamline and error proof the manufacturing production line with a new level of scanning        
performance. The DS4308-XD has what it takes to capture 1D, 2D and direct marks printed on 
circuit boards and other components — from near contact to as far as six inches away.* Our superior 
aiming technology makes accurate aim easy for the tiniest and densest barcodes.

DS4308-XD 
Handheld Scanners

Manufacturing 
(Light)

* Read range is dependent on the size and type of the barcode.
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DS9208 Omni-directional 
Hands-Free Presentation 
Imager
Hands-Free and On-Counter 
Scanners

Whether you need to scan printed barcodes on paper labels or mobile bar, the D9208 is ready. 
Get the versatility to scan any 1D or 2D barcodes with point-and-shoot simplicity and hands-free 
flexibility.

Retail

LS1203 General Purpose 
Barcode Scanner
Handheld Scanners

LS1203 is an affordable, durable, high-quality laser scanner, ideal for small retailers. Retail & 
Hospitality

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

LI4278 Handheld Scanner2

Handheld Scanners
The LI4278 1D barcode scanner allows workers to scan faster and farther as they can capture 
virtually any 1D barcode. Built for everyday use, it offers cordless freedom with Bluetooth 
compatibility and enhanced encryption.

Retail & 
Hospitality

LI2208 Handheld Scanner
Handheld Scanners

Whether your workers are scanning barcodes printed on paper labels or electronic barcodes, the 
general purpose LI2208 linear imager delivers unparalleled performance.

Manufacturing,
Retail & Hospitality

LS1203-HD General Purpose 
Barcode Scanner
Handheld Scanners

The LS1203-HD is an affordable, durable and high-quality laser scanner designed to read small, 
high density 1D barcodes; ideal for electronics manufacturers.

Manufacturing

DS6700 1D/2D Image 
Scanner
Handheld Scanners

The DS6700 is a handheld device capable of capturing both full-sized documents, 1D, 2D and 
PDF417 barcodes from any angle.

Retail & 
Hospitality

DS6708-DL Handheld Imager 
Scanner
Handheld Scanners

The DS6708 is a handheld device designed to read the PDF417 barcodes as well as capture 1D 
and 2D barcodes from any angle.

Retail & 
Hospitality
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DS9808 Hybrid  
Presentation Imager
Hands-Free and On-Counter

LS2208 General Purpose 
Barcode Scanner
Handheld Scanners

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

The DS9808 is designed for ease of use for both hands-free and handheld scanning. It offers the 
very latest imaging scanning technology, delivering record swipe speeds for 1D and 2D barcodes. It 
is able to capture images and deactivate EAS tags (optional) too.

This small, lightweight affordable laser scanner provides fast, reliable 1D scanning from near contact 
to 43cm. Its single circuit board design eliminates common points of failure, whilst its integrated 
interfaces provide the flexibility to connect to virtually any host.

Retail & 
Hospitality, 
Manufacturing,

Healthcare, 
Retail

LS7808
In-Counter Scanners

Designed as an omni-directional, in-counter barcode scanner, the LS7808 speeds up checkout with 
its high throughput and first-pass read rates.

Retail

1 Not available in India
2 Not available in Vietnam

DS7708 2D Vertical Slot 
Scanner
Hands-Free and On-Counter

For on-counter scanning, the DS7708 offers a feature set that sets it apart for performance, usability, 
deployment and cost of ownership. With a field of view that is 50 percent larger than the competition, 
the DS7708 easily captures barcodes.

Retail
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MP6000 Scanner/Scale1

In-Counter Scanners

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

With blazing speed, the MP6000 multi-plane bioptic imager can capture any 1D or 2D barcode, 
printed or mobile. The upgradeable design allows you to add a customer-side scanner for barcodes 
displayed on mobile devices, loyalty cards and a handheld scanner and EAS.

Retail

MULTI-PLANE SCANNERS

HEALTHCARE SCANNERS

DS4308-HC Healthcare 
Scanner1

In the healthcare environment, caregivers have to be able to accurately capture virtually any barcode 
on any medium and in any given condition with superior predictability. With the DS4308-HC on your 
workstations, it is now possible!

Healthcare

1 Check country availability with your respective account manager

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

DS2208  
Handheld Imager

With the DS2208, you get an affordable 1D/2D imager that doesn’t compromise performance or 
features for price. It offers you the affordability your budget demands, with the deployment, ease of 
use and management simplicity your business requires.

Retail & 
Hospitality,
Transportation  
& Logistics 

DS8100 Series 
Handheld Imagers

The DS8100 Series rises above the conventional imagers to deliver unprecedented scanning 
performance on 1D and 2D barcodes, innovative productivity enhancing tools and unrivaled 
manageability to keep your checkout lines moving to deliver a more personal checkout experience.

Retail & 
Hospitality,
Transportation  
& Logistics 

DS8100-HC Series  
Handheld Imagers

Offering better workflows for healthcare professionals and better experiences for patients, the 
DS8100-HC improves patient outcomes, increases productivity and streamlines everyday processes. 
Combined with Zebra’s complimentary manageability tools, it is the ideal solution to enhance patient 
safety, the productivity of staff members and the efficiency of point-of-care operations.

Healthcare
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CS4070-HC Companion 
Scanners1

Handheld Scanners

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

The CS4070-HC puts advanced barcode scanning in the pockets of your healthcare workers to 
improve patient safety and patient experience.

Healthcare

1 Check country availability with your respective account manager

DS3500-ER Series

DS3508 Series of Rugged 
1D/2D Imager Scanners

LS3408-ER Rugged Barcode 
Scanner

Developed to enable both 1D and 2D barcode reading, the DS3500-ER Series offer the scanning 
range, rugged design and speed that will make a difference in your business. 

With the DS3508, you benefit from a scanning solution designed specifically for fast-paced and 
harsh production environments to improve business efficiency.

The LS3408-ER handheld corded scanner captures 1D barcodes in the harshest of conditions — 
even when labels are at varying distances. Featuring the widest working range available, it reads 
labels as far away as 45 feet and as close as 0.25 inches.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

Manufacturing,
Transportation
& Logistics

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

RUGGED SCANNERS

LS3578-ER Rugged Barcode 
Scanner

Scan all 1D barcodes from practically anywhere with onboard Bluetooth® capability. The LS3578-
ER rugged cordless scanner reads labels as far away as 45 feet and as close as 0.25 inches, 
delivering the widest working range of any rugged, handheld scanner.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

LS3408-FZ Rugged Barcode 
Scanner
Handheld Scanners

The rugged LS3408-FZ (fuzzy logic) handheld laser scanners deliver accurate reading of damaged 
and poorly printed 1D barcodes. It is reliable and ergonomic, suitable for your scan-intensive industrial 
applications. Also available as LS3408-ER (extended range) and LS3578-ER/FZ (cordless).

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics
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LS3578-FZ Rugged Barcode 
Scanner

MT2000 Mobile Terminals

DS3578 Series1

LS3008 Rugged Barcode 
Scanner2

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

The LS3578-FZ rugged barcode scanner features fuzzy logic technology, which allows first-pass 
reads of nearly any 1D barcode, even when the barcode is dirty or damaged.

The MT2000 Series combines the simplicity of a scanner with the intelligence of a mobile computer, 
providing advanced 1D/2D barcode, DPM and image capture, as well as the ability to key in and 
view data.

The DS3578 is a cordless, high-performance and omni-directional digital scanner that captures 
1D/2D barcodes and direct part marks (DPM is supported by the DS3578-DP). The DS3578-DP 
supports Unique Identification (IUID) too.

The LS3008 offers affordable performance and durability in the light industrial, retail and healthcare 
environments.

ULTRA-RUGGED SCANNERS

LI3608
Ultra-Rugged Handheld
Scanners

Offering unmatched durability, superior scanning performance and unrivaled manageability,
while delivering lightning-fast capture of any 1D barcode printed on a label in virtually any condition, 
or displayed on a screen.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

Retail &
Hospitality, 
Manufacturing,
Transportation
& Logistics

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

Manufacturing, 
Transportation & 
Logistics, Retail 
and Hospitality 

Manufacturing,
Transportation
& Logistics

1 Not available in ANZ
2 Not available in Taiwan and India

DS3608-SR Give your workers unstoppable performance in the toughest environments with the corded DS3608-
SR ultra-rugged 1D/2D handheld scanners. The advanced imager reads 1D and 2D barcodes 
displayed on a screen or printed on a label faster and farther than other standard range scanners.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

Give your workers unstoppable performance in the toughest environments with the cordless LI3678 
ultra-rugged 1D handheld scanners. When it comes to cordless technology, the LI3678 is in a class 
of its own, with a complete solution that includes a sealed rugged cradle, a smart battery and Zebra’s
Wi-Fi Friendly Mode that prevents interference with your Wi-Fi network.

LI3678 Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 
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DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

DS3678-SR Give your workers unstoppable performance in the toughest environments with the cordless 
DS3678-SR ultra-rugged 1D/2D handheld scanners. The advanced imager reads 1D and 2D 
barcodes displayed on a screen or printed on a label faster and farther than other standard range 
scanners.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

DS3608-HP With the corded DS3608-HP High Performance imagers, it reads 1D and 2D barcodes displayed on 
a screen or printed on a label faster and with 30 percent more working range than similar models in 
this class, delivering extraordinary productivity. The high performance version also captures OCR, 
photos and documents.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

DS3678-HP With the cordless DS3678-HP High Performance imagers, it reads 1D and 2D barcodes displayed 
on a screen or printed on a label faster and with 30 percent more working range than similar models 
in this class, delivering extraordinary productivity. The high performance version also captures OCR, 
photos and documents.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

DS3678-HD This advanced cordless DS3678-HD imager delivers first time capture of high-density 1D and 2D 
barcodes printed on labels or directly on product components — including tiny and dense 3 mil 
codes that are barely visible to the naked eye. The high performance version also captures OCR, 
photos and documents.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

DS3608-HD This advanced corded DS3608-HD imager delivers first time capture of high-density 1D and 2D 
barcodes printed on labels or directly on product components — including tiny and dense 3 mil 
codes that are barely visible to the naked eye.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

DS3608-ER The advanced corded DS3678-ER imager reads 1D and 2D barcodes printed on a label up to 
60 percent closer and 35 percent farther than similar models in this class, with an extraordinary 
scanning range from 3 in. to 70 ft. (7.6 cm to 21.4 m).

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

DS3678-ER The advanced cordless DS3678-ER imager reads 1D and 2D barcodes printed on a label up to 
60 percent closer and 35 percent farther than similar models in this class, with an extraordinary 
scanning range from 3 in. to 70 ft. (7.6 cm to 21.4 m).

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

DS3608-DP The corded DS3608-DP encompasses comprehensive patented features which enable the capture 
of HD and direct part mark (DPM) codes.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation & 
Logistics, Retail 
and Hospitality 
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DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

RFID

DS9808-R General Purpose 
Scanner
Hands-Free and On-Counter 
Scanners

The DS9808 hybrid presentation imager is designed for ease of use for both hands-free and 
handheld scanning, dynamically switching between modes. It offers the very latest image scanning 
technology, delivering record swipe speeds for 1D/2D barcodes and the ability to capture images 
and deactivate EAS tags (optional). Standard and long range versions are available too. (RFID is 
also an option on the DS9808-LR.)

Manufacturing, 
Retail and 
Hospitality

The MC3190-Z is a business-class handheld RFID reader designed specifically to extend the 
benefits of RFID beyond industrial spaces and into customer-facing and business environments. It 
starts with the signature rugged design and adds an advanced, high efficiency Zebra RFID reader 
engine for faster read rates and higher throughput.

MC3190-Z RFID Reader Manufacturing, 
Retail 

Empower select Zebra and compatible third-party mobile devices, tablets and smart phones with 
enterprise-class UHF RFID and 1D/2D bar code scanning technology, whenever and wherever you 
need it — simply, easily and cost-effectively.

RFD8500 UHF RFID Sled Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail & 
Hospitality 

The ergonomic RFD8500i instantly transforms the Zebra TC55 mobile computer into a world-class, 
high performance RFID handheld reader. The RFD8500i’s unique spring-loaded adapter allows 
users to quickly and easily insert and remove the TC55 to create a handheld dedicated inventory 
management solution.

RFD8500i UHF RFID Sled Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail & 
Hospitality 

DS3678-DP The cordless DS3678-DP encompasses comprehensive patented features which enable the capture 
of HD and direct part mark (DPM) codes.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics, 
Retail and 
Hospitality 

MC9190-Z RFID Reader

RFD5500 RFID Reader1

The MC9190-Z RFID reader is a high-performance, industrial-grade device that delivers best-in-
class RFID read range and accuracy. Rugged, reliable and ergonomic, it excels in demanding 
environments.

The RFD5500 UHF RFID sled extends the value of your MC55, MC65 or MC67 mobile computer by 
transforming it into a state-of-the-art handheld RFID reader for enterprise environments.

Manufacturing, 
Retail, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

Retail

1 Not available in ANZ and Korea
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INTERACTIVE KIOSKS 

MK500 Micro KioskTM

MK3100 Micro KioskTM 2

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

Improve the level of customer service and customer experience with the latest innovation in self-
service technology. Zebra’s MK500 Micro Kiosk™ is compact, easy to install and affordable.

Take self-service to a new level with the MK3100 Micro Kiosk™. This powerful device supports
simple applications from price and inventory checks to highly intuitive multimedia applications. The 
MK3100/MK3190 Micro Kiosk is an 8-inch Wide VGA display kiosk with Windows Compact 7. 

Retail & 
Hospitality

Retail & 
Hospitality

1 Only available in ANZ
2 Not available in Vietnam

CC5000-10”  
Customer Concierge

CC5000-10 is an Android based interactive kiosk that offers the familiarity of a consumer tablet 
experience with all the enterprise-class features you need to take self-service in your store to a new 
level. Now, you can provide the concierge-style service customers dream of, increasing customer 
satisfaction, loyalty and sales. 

Retail & 
Hospitality
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 LOCATION SOLUTIONS 

Dart UWB Zebra delivers real-time visibility with Dart Ultra Wideband Solutions – an RTLS tracking system that 
allows for a myriad of asset management applications. Accurately track personnel and equipment 
indoors and out. The Dart system provides the lowest cost-of-ownership in the industry by improving 
installation ease, visibility, scalability, performance, asset tracking and tag management.

N/A

DART UWB

Material Flow

System Builder

Vehicle Tracking & 
Management

Lean manufacturers around the world count on Zebra’s feature-rich material replenishment solution.

This powerful virtual planning tool aids in the installation and optimization of your Zebra Location 
Solutions hardware. 

A simple and seamless vehicle tracking and management software for tracking and locating vehicle 
in manufacturing, testing, distribution and rental stages.

N/A

RTLS SOFTWARE 

N/A

N/A

Visibility Server

Yard Management

Design, configure, operate and troubleshoot your real time location system solutions with Zebra’s 
user-friendly integrated visibility software package.

Manage your yard and logistics operations with this world-class yard management software. N/A

N/A
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WhereNet The WhereNet real-time locating system (RTLS) provides the longest range RTLS capabilities and 
performance in all environment including complex and hazardous environments. WhereNet’s long 
tag-to-sensor range allows you to have real-time visibility and status information on your assets with 
a cost-effective RTLS network infrastructure.

N/A

WHERENET 

MC18  Mobile Computer1 Revolutionise the self-service shopping experience with the MC18. Your shoppers get smartphone 
style and ergonomics plus a direct connection to information that will help them save time and 
money. True enterprise-class scanning with fast split-second capture of virtually every barcode on 
every item ensures shoppers save more and spend more.

Retail

MC2100 Mobile Computer The affordable MC2100 Series Mobile Computer automates the capture of inventory data in the 
workplace. Be efficient with best-in-class processing power, rugged design, superior ergonomics, 
flexible data capture options, enterprise-grade push-to-talk (PTT), centralised management and the 
ability to create cross-platform, operating system-agnostic applications.

Manufacturing, 
Retail

MC3200 Mobile Computer The cost-effective, lightweight and rugged MC3200 Series Mobile Computer provides the tools your 
workers need to complete inventory related tasks in seconds. Available in brick, gun and turret 
versions, you also get the flexibility of choosing between Windows Embedded Compact 7.0 or 
Android 4.1 operating systems.

Retail, Healthcare,
Warehousing/ 
Distribution,
Manufacturing, 
Government

MOBILE COMPUTERS 

HANDHELD MOBILE COMPUTERS 

MC17 Personal Shopper MC17 allows busy retail shoppers to have the power to instantly locate items, check pricing, receive 
personalized promotions and more. 

Retail

MC36 Android 
Touch Computer⁵

Introducing the MC36 Android touch computer. Now, enterprise workers get the modern and efficient 
design they want, along with an operating system that is comfortable and familiar: Android. Designed 
and ready for life in the field, the MC36 features a large display, most memory space, longest battery 
capacity, and most responsive scan engine options in this device class. It’s also the only device in its 
class to offer dual wireless network connectivity to ensure coverage for workers who travel through 
large territories.

Transportation  
& Logistics
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MC40-HC Touch 
Computer for Healthcare

Your healthcare staff wants the latest in mobile technology, and a device that is as easy to use as 
their own smartphone. The MC40-HC offers an enterprise-class feature set, from data capture and 
security to manageability and dependably robust wireless connections.

Healthcare

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

MC55A0 Mobile Computer

MC45 Mobile Computer

Pure business on the inside and smart styling on the outside, the MC55A0 rugged enterprise mobile 
computer lets your workers access applications, scan bar codes, snap a photo, view a video and 
place a private or push-to-talk call to virtually anyone in your facility – all with a single device.

The MC45 is the affordable way to give workers the real-time information they need to get the job 
done right. It provides the ergonomic styling, including convenient one-handed operation, plus the 
features, durability, security and manageability they need to perform at their peak.

Transportation  
& Logistics,

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

MC55A0-HC Mobile 
Computer for Healthcare

The MC55A0-HC is designed for life inside the hospital, able to endure everyday drops and bumps 
as well as disinfecting after each patient. The robust wireless application performance and wireless 
connectivity options allows healthcare givers to focus on patient monitoring on the go.

Healthcare

MC55N0 Mobile Computer When it comes to meeting the needs of your workforce, the rugged MC55N0 excels with its perfect 
blend of form and function. The MC55N0 offers organisations the right level of features, the right 
level of rugged design and support for the most demanding business applications anywhere in your 
facility. The compact and lightweight mobile computer is easy to carry and easy to use, with a sleek 
design that is at home in front of customers.

Transportation 
& Logistics,
Manufacturing

MC40 Touch Computer The cool and sleek MC40 is pure business on the inside — enterprise-class durability, security and a 
comprehensive set of features including advanced barcode scanning, push-to-talk and an integrated 
magnetic stripe reader.

Healthcare,
Retail & 
Hospitality

ET50/ET55 Tablet Zebra’s ET50/ET55 marries the best of consumer-style tablets and fully rugged tablets to create a 
new cost-effective category of tablet that offers the flexibility, features, functionality and durability 
required to meet the majority of today’s enterprise needs. The ET50 and WAN ET55 are available 
with Windows 10 or Android Lollipop 5.1. Users can also choose the display size that provides the 
right amount of real estate for their business applications—an 8.3 inch or 10.1 inch display. 

Transportation & 
Logistics, Retail,
Warehousing/ 
Distribution,
Manufacturing,
Government
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MC67 Mobile Computer3 Give your field workforce the tools they need to work faster and smarter with the rugged 4G HSPA+ 
MC67. This fully-featured powerhouse of a device lets workers access information in your backend 
system; scan practically any barcode in almost any condition; capture documents to simplify 
recordkeeping; take and send video and photos for real-time repair support; and call a customer 
with an arrival window. 

Transportation  
& Logistics,
Manufacturing,
Government
& Public Safety

TC70 Touch Computer The TC70 is a premium enterprise class handheld mobile computer that’s as refined and easy-to-
use as any Android consumer smartphone. The TC70 offers world class data capture with our latest 
1D/2D imager plus 8MP camera and NFC. Data entry is easy with the large 4.7in capacitive touch 
display.

Retail & 
Hospitality, 
Manufacturing 
 

TC75 Touch Computer4 The TC75 is a premium enterprise class handheld mobile computer that’s as refined and easy-
to-use as any Android consumer smartphone. Designed for field workers, the TC75 offers 4G 
LTE connectivity. It also offers our latest 1D/2D imager, an 8MP camera, NFC and a large 4.7in 
capacitive touch display. Other enterprise grade features include enhanced audio, extended battery 
life and the ruggedness you would expect from a premium enterprise device.

Manufacturing,
Transportation  
& Logistics,
Government 
& Public Safety

1 Only available in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines and ANZ
2 Not available in Korea
3 Not available in Japan
4 Not available in Vietnam, Japan and Korea
⁵ Only available in China

MC9200 Mobile Computer The MC9200 Mobile Computer give you the same signature features that make up the foundation 
of every MC9000 Series mobile computer — rugged design, best-in-class barcode scanning and 
dependable operation — now with the power to run today’s highly-intuitive applications to help 
increase productivity and task accuracy in your workplace.

Transportation & 
Logistics,
Manufacturing,
Retail,
Government

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

TC51/TC56  
Touch Computer Series

The TC51/TC56 touch computer is sleek and beautiful—yet smart, rugged and hardworking. 
Designed for the new business world, users get a rugged industrial design that looks and feels like 
the most popular pocketable consumer-style smartphones to meet worker expectations, along with 
the enterprise-class features, power, security and manageability a business requires.

Retail, 
Hospitality,
Healthcare

TC51-HC Touch Computer The latest addition to the Zebra TC5x Series touch computer, the TC51-HC for healthcare delivers 
the highest quality care with everything clinicians want and everything a hospital needs in a sleek and 
beautiful mobile computer that is both smart and rugged. The TC51-HC touch computer performs 
all tasks, including mobile computing, clinical collaboration and data capture, through one device 
that is contemporary and easy to use as a smartphone, but built with durability and medical grade 
standards for all-day, every day clinical use. Also, the device maintains protection against HAIs 
(Healthcare-associated Infections) with a disinfectant-ready enclosure purpose-built to withstand 
frequent exposure to industry-recommended cleaning solutions.

Healthcare
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VEHICLE-MOUNTED COMPUTERS 

VH10 / VH10F Vehicle-
Mounted Computer

With an integrated keyboard, the rugged VH10 vehicle mounted computer is ready to handle the 
constant pounding of material handling equipment inside and outside the four walls. It provides the 
real-time information your workforce needs to get the job done fast and done right.

Transportation 
& Logistics

OMNII XT15 Series 
Mobile Computer1

The Omnii XT15 Series delivers exceptional ruggedness and functionality. With the open source 
business model — giving you the flexibility and freedom to adapt your device with exactly what you 
need — and certified IP67 and IP65 rating, this mobile computer gives reliable performance and 
unparalleled adaptability.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

1 Not available in Taiwan and Vietnam
2 Check country availability with your respective account manager

Workabout Pro 4 Mobile 
Computer2

The Workabout Pro 4 gives your workers a Mobile Computer that continually evolves to meet their 
needs. Its impressive modularity lets you have the features you need now, yet easily add any feature. 
Many ready-to-use modules are available to meet the specialized needs of diverse vertical markets.

Transportation  
& Logistics,
Manufacturing,
Retail,
Government

VC70N0 Vehicle-Mounted 
Computer

Rugged and compact, the VC70 is perfectly sized for vehicles. It improves visibility and safety 
while still providing a large high resolution screen. The powerful VC70 supports traditional Telnet 
to modern browser-based graphic-rich applications, covering receiving, replenishment, picking, 
packing and shipping.

Transportation  
& Logistics,
Manufacturing,
Retail

VC80 Vehicle-Mounted 
Computer

Material-handling vehicle operators need a device that can handle multiple tasks quickly and easily. 
Whether they are moving incoming shipments in a warehouse into inventory, moving containers on 
and off ships or trains, or moving baggage to and from departing and arriving planes, they need to 
achieve maximum throughput and accuracy. With the VC80 vehicle mounted computer, they will.

Transportation  
& Logistics,
Manufacturing,
Retail
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HS3100/HS2100 Rugged 
Headsets

When it comes to enabling speech-driven applications and voice communications in warehouses, 
manufacturing plants and outdoor yards, customers need a headset that is specially designed for 
the job. The Zebra HS3100 Bluetooth and HS2100 corded headsets are loaded with features that 
offer everything users need in an industrial headset—a rugged design for a superior total cost 
of ownership, unparalleled audio clarity, consumer styling, exceptional comfort and ease of use, 
a modular design and plenty of power to keep Bluetooth models up and running throughout the 
longest shift.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

WT6000 Wearable 
Computer

Wearable computers give workers the hands-free mobility they need to boost productivity to a new 
level. But workers find today’s wearables uncomfortable—until now. Introducing the WT6000—the 
Android wearable computer that sets a new standard for enterprise-class wearability. It’s smaller and 
lighter than other wearables on the market. With its incredible new mounting system, the WT6000 
fits comfortably on every worker, on any size arm.

Manufacturing, 
Retail, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

RS6000 1D/2D Bluetooth 
Ring Scanner

When pairing Zebra’s wearable or handheld mobile computers with the RS6000 Bluetooth ring 
scanner, workers get the superior technology they need to take productivity to the next level. Along 
with instant pairing and a mode that eliminates Wi-Fi interference for fast, easy and hassle-free 
deployment of Bluetooth devices, users get Zebra’s most rugged ring-style scanner, built to deliver 
reliable operations in warehouses and manufacturing plants. Maximize the value of a workforce and 
wearable mobile computers with the RS6000—only from Zebra.

Transportation 
& Logistics
Manufacturing, 
Retail

WEARABLE COMPUTERS 

RS5000 1D/2D Corded 
Ring Scanner

The Zebra RS5000 single-finger rugged 1D/2D ring scanner is the easy, cost-effective way to 
improve the productivity of WT6000 and WT41N0 Zebra wearable computer users. With hands-free 
scanning of virtually any barcode in any condition, the RS5000 has what it takes to reduce cycle 
times and improve task accuracy, increasing throughput in any operation.

Transportation 
& Logistics
Manufacturing, 
Retail

RS4000 1D/2D Corded 
Ring Scanner

Zebra’s Total Wearable Solutions are the only dedicated family of enterprise wearable devices 
built on Android and backed by Zebra Mobility DNA—delivering unrivaled scan performance and 
manageability. By combining the hands-free mobility of wearable technology Zebra’s Total Wearable 
Solutions provide the operational flexibility needed to replace complexity with productivity.

Transportation 
& Logistics
Manufacturing, 
Retail
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RS419 Ring Scanner1

WT41N0 Vow Voice Only 
Wearable Terminal2

RS507 Cordless  
Ring Scanner

WT41N0 Wearable 
Terminal

Enable your workers with next generation hands-free scanning to improve operational efficiency in 
your warehouse, distribution centre or retail store with the RS419 ring-style scanner. Paired with 
our wearable mobile computers, the RS419 provides hands-free freedom — no longer will workers 
waste time setting an item down to scan a barcode.

With the WT41N0 on your worker’s arm or hip, and voice direction, both hands are kept free for 
picking, packing and other operations. The WT41N0 supports text or text and voice combined, whilst 
the WT41NO VOW is ideal for voice only applications.

Give your workers the superior blend of technology, form and function needed to achieve a new 
level of productivity in package handling and warehouse applications with the RS507. Advanced 
ergonomics and Bluetooth cordless freedom deliver unparalleled freedom of movement and user 
comfort.

Arm your workers with advanced, real-time, hands-free mobile computing with the WT41N0 
Wearable Terminal. This rugged device will allow you to achieve maximum error-proof productivity, 
operational efficiency and accuracy through voice compatibility for streamlined warehouse and 
package handling functions. 

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

Manufacturing, 
Retail, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

Manufacturing, 
Retail, 
Transportation 
& Logistics

1 Not available in India
2 Not available in Indonesia

DESCRIPTION VERTICALPRODUCT

RCH51 Rugged Cabled 
Headset

The RCH51 provides the feature set required to replace paper with voice in demanding enterprise 
environments — in the warehouse, in the freezer, on the loading dock, or in the factory. Whether 
your workers are involved in receiving, picking and replenishment or putaway, shipping and 
other inventory-related tasks, the RCH51 enables voice-directed applications and real-time voice 
communications, reducing cycle times and errors while increasing productivity and throughput in a 
vital business hub.

Manufacturing, 
Transportation 
& Logistics
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MOBILITY SOLUTIONS

RFID
Transform the efficiency of your 
business inventory. Zebra’s RFID 
solutions, including readers, mobile 
computers, tags and accessories) 
enable you to take your business to 
a new level of efficiency by providing 
greater visibility of your inventory as 
it moves across the supply chain. 
With real-time tracking information, 
you’ll always know where your critical 
business assets are.

Healthcare
Provide patient care without 
boundaries. Extend mobility to 
the point of care and beyond with 
solutions that combine Zebra’s 
world-class mobility products and 
healthcare software applications 
from our partners. Share real-time 
information anywhere, inside or 
outside the facility, for increased 
patient safety and more attentive 
care.

ACCESSORIES

Accessories
Realise the full potential of your 
mobile devices with convenient 
and affordable accessories. 
From chargers (including our 
latest ShareCradle solution) and 
communication cables to carrying 
cases and holsters, these versatile 
accessories help you customise your 
mobile device for optimal efficiency 
and convenience. Designed to work 
perfectly with Zebra equipment 
so you stay at the cutting edge of 
performance with style to match.

PowerPrecision 
Batteries
Keep your mobile computers up and 
running with PowerPrecision smart 
batteries. These intelligent batteries 
collect the detailed real-time battery 
metrics needed to maximise useful 
battery life and ensure every battery 
is healthy and able to hold a full 
charge. PowerPrecision Battery 
Management software completes 
the solution, providing a single 
centralized window into the state 
of all the batteries in your mobile 
devices.

Industrial Mobile 
Computing
Adaptive ingenuity defines our 
Industrial Mobile Computing 
offerings. These solutions challenge 
convention and directly address 
the unique need of your industrial 
customers. This portfolio of solutions 
is built to outperform and adapt to the 
harshest of industrial environments in 
the world.

Application Partners
We partner with specialist companies 
that develop mobile solutions for 
our rugged handheld computers 
and tablet PCs. So whatever 
your requirements, there’s almost 
certainly a partner with a ready-to-go 
application for you. By selecting to 
buy an application from one of our 
partners you can benefit from their 
deep knowledge and experience in 
your sector – often accumulated over 
many years of working with similar 
organisations to your own.

MOBILITY DNA

What’s inside the body of an 
enterprise mobile computer matters. 
That’s why Zebra engineered Mobility 
DNA — the genetic code that gives 
our mobile computers distinct 
enterprise capabilities.

Its unique software ecosystem 
transforms Android™, the world’s 
most popular consumer operating 
system, into an enterprise-ready 
force. Now, the pains common to 
other enterprise mobility platforms 
disappear — making management 
simpler, integration problem-free, 
and operations a powerhouse of 
productivity.

Unmatched Productivity
From the start, workers will notice 
the difference. Training is quick 
on Android’s familiar interface. 
With unique business tools, 
communication barriers vanish, 
connectivity is untethered and 
collaboration streamlined. Thanks to 
powerful productivity tools, everyday 
tasks are faster and easier.

Simpler Management
Regain control of your mobile 
platform via superior security, greater 
access, centralised management 
and real-time visibility. Mobility DNA 
fortifies Android with enterprise-grade 
traits for ultimate control. The result 
is better deployment management, 
faster troubleshooting, and optimal 
uptime.

Easier Integration
Develop enterprise, mobile apps with 
ease and take full advantage of the 
Android Operating System to lower 
risks of bugs and delays. It’s possible 
with Mobility DNA that shortens 
timelines and extends confidence 
with smooth rollouts and seamless 
OS integration into new and legacy 
infrastructures.

Business Tools
Give your workforce the super 
powers of Mobility DNA’s business 
tools. Break down the barriers 
to communication and unify 
everyone into one cohesive team. 
Enable anywhere connectivity and 
streamlined workflows that maximise 
every resource.

Workforce Connect: Workforce 
Connect delivers on the promise of a 
truly unified enterprise device.

TekSpeech Pro: TekSpeech Pro 
provides the tools you need to make 
every step in the development of 
voice-directed applications easy. 

Productivity Tools
When you fuse Mobility DNA’s 
powerful productivity tools with 
Android’s consumer-friendly interface, 
your enterprise evolves into a more 
efficient operation. Training and 
adoption of new technology is rapid, 
and day-to-day tasks easier and 
faster to accomplish. ;

All-Touch Terminal Emulation: 
Convert legacy green screens into an 
all-touch, modern user experience.

SimulScan: With this powerful 
technology, enterprises can take 
process automation to the next level.

Simulscan: This Zebra 
Technologies’ software utility allows 
users to create and place a virtual 
data capture button on the screen of 
their mobile computer.

Enterprise Keyboard:  
Improve productivity with Enterprise 
Keyboard that enables fast, accurate 
alphanumeric entry purposely 
designed for enterprise.

DataWedge: DataWedge sends 
scanned data from barcodes, RFID 
tags, magnetic stripe cards and serial 
devices into any application you have 
running.

PowerPrecision: Keep your 
mobile computers up and running 
with batteries and software tools 
that enable more efficient power 
management.

Management Tools
Your IT staff will be equally pleased 
with how Mobility DNA pairs simplicity 
with ease. Managing the mobile 
platform is simpler with maximum 
control and security in the hands of 
IT and integrating apps and mobile 
devices is fast, easy and problem-
free.

StageNow: Zebra Technologies’ 
StageNow allows any size 
organisation to easily stage a  
handful of thousands of Android 
devices with a quick scan of a 
barcode or a tap on an NFC tag.

Enterprise Mobility 
Management Tool Kit:  
Develop configuration and 
management for Zebra Mobility 
Extensions (Mx) features using  
the EMM Tool Kit. 

Enterprise Home Screen:  
Create single-purpose devices and 
manage the way your workers utilise 
Zebra Android mobile computers.

AppGallery: Discover, purchase, 
deploy and update the enterprise 
apps that make the most of Zebra 
mobile computers.

Lifeguard For Android: 
LifeGuard™ for Android™ is Zebra’s 
software security solution that 
extends the lifecycle of Android 
enterprise mobile computers – 
helping you significantly lower  
total cost of ownership.

Development Tools
Enable developers to maximise the 
value of Zebra mobile devices and 
minimise delays and costly errors. 
Mobility DNA makes creating intuitive 

enterprise mobile apps effortless, 
accelerating go-to-market timelines. 

Enterprise Mobility 
Management Tool Kit:  
Android EMDK enables you to take 
full advantage of the purpose-built 
capabilities our devices have to offer. 

Enterprise Browser:  
This powerful, next generation 
industrial browser enables developers 
to build feature-rich web applications 
that integrate seamlessly with the 
features in Zebra mobile computers 
and peripherals. 

Mobility Extensions (MX): 
Mobility Extensions (MX) adds a layer 
of features that are missing in mobile 
devices that run standards Android.
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Zebra offers a broad portfolio of services across your customers’ solution 
lifecycle. Our flexible, sales and channel-ready service offerings are designed to 
meet your customers’ needs and ensure a positive customer experience. At the 
same time, Zebra’s Services Portfolio provides partner with a unique opportunity 
to earn incremental revenue and margin as well as drive customer loyalty to 
your business.

BUILD YOUR BUSINESS WITH 
ZEBRA SERVICES 

Plan and design your customers’ communications 
solutions (augmenting and complementing partner 
resources). Such services include Site Surveys, 
Assessment and Design services.

Implement new solutions whether it’s deploying a 
new WLAN network, staging and commissioning 
new devices or testing and integrating new 
applications.

Run, manage and maintain your solution once 
it’s deployed, providing comprehensive support to 
reduce risk, minimise downtime, improve value and 
increase user productivity.

Plan Implement Run

OUR SERVICES PORTFOLIO 
DIVIDES INTO THREE AREAS

ZEBRA ONECARE
Availability of Zebra’s products is key to the success of your 

business and the performance of your critical business processes. 
Protect your  investment and help ensure your Zebra mobile 

computing, printer, RFID devices and barcode scanners achieve 
maximum uptime and peak  performance with Zebra OneCare 

services. With multiple service levels to choose from, you’ll find 
a Zebra OneCare offering that meets  your requirements and 

protects your operations.

ZEBRA  
ONECARE ESSENTIAL

Repair services, software support and 8x5 tech 
support for Zebra hardware and software, with 
defined repair service levels and Repair Services 
Dashboard.

ZEBRA  
ONECARE SELECT 

Zebra OneCare Essential plus comprehensive 
coverage for devices and software with advanced 
device replacement from Zebra-managed spares 
pool, commissioning. Repair Services Dashboard 
and 24/7 helpdesk support.

TECHNICAL & SOFTWARE  
SUPPORT (TSS) 

Access to live or online tech support and latest 
software releases.
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